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Geneva Conventions

1. Amelioration of the condition of the
wounded and sick in armed forces in the
field 2. Amelioration of the condition of
wounded, sick and shipwrecked members
of armed forces at sea 3. Treatment of
prisoners of war 4. Protection of civilian
persons in time of war Protocol 1: the
protection of the victims of International
armed conflicts Protocol 2: the protection
of the victims of Non-international armed
conflicts.
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Red Cross & Red Crescent Principles
Humanity The Red Cross endeavours - in its
international and national capacity - to prevent and
alleviate human suffering wherever it may be found.
Its purpose is to protect life and health and to ensure
respect for the human being. Impartiality The Red
Cross makes no discrimination as to nationality,
race, religious belief, class or political opinions. It
endeavours to relieve the suffering of individuals, being
guided solely by their needs, and to give priority to
the most urgent cases of distress. Neutrality The Red
Cross may not take sides in hostilities or engage at
any time in controversies of a political, racial, religious
or ideological nature. Independence The Red Cross
must always maintain their autonomy so that they
may be able at all times to act in accordance with Red
Cross principles. Voluntary service The Red Cross is
a voluntary relief organisation not prompted in any
manner by desire for gain. Unity There can be only
one Red Cross Society in any one country. It must be
open to all. It must carry on its humanitarian work
throughout its territory. Universality The Red Cross
is a world-wide institution in which all societies have
equal status and share equal responsibilities and duties
in helping each other.
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Foreword Chairman:

David Andrews
The year 2007 has yet again
seen great strides made by
the Irish Red Cross due to
the very hard work of all our
volunteers across Ireland,
our delegates across the
world and our staff.
This year we were again honoured by
a visit by President Mary McAleese to
our Head Office where she praised the
members of the Irish Red Cross for
their service to their communities and
congratulated the members of our Dublin
Borough Area for winning the President’s
Perpetual Trophy.
Our volunteers continue to serve the
communities where they live with tireless
dedication. Young and old benefit from
the constant care they provide and
communities throughout the country are
strengthened by the presence of their local
branch and unit of the Irish Red Cross.
This year saw our volunteers win
international renown for their excellent
work in hosting the huge FACE (First Aid
Convention in Europe) event in Limerick.
The leadership of the Steering Committee,
led by my colleague, the national ViceChairman, Anthony Lawlor and the Area
Director of Units, Fintan Breen resulted in
a remarkable event.
First Aid, is of course, only one of many
vitally-needed services provided by Irish
Red Cross volunteers throughout the
country, who are also among the principal
deliverers of Caring Services for older
people. This year saw the launch of the
excellent Helping You to Care Handbook,
an essential book for those people who do
such excellent work caring for the people
they love in their own homes.
Future growth for the organisation lies in
the hands of the many young people who
are joining the Irish Red Cross in everincreasing numbers, due to the inspiration
and expertise of our talented Youth
leaders.

This support from Ireland, together with
the generosity of our donors and the
backing of Irish Aid, means that the Irish
Red Cross has been able to make a real
impact in the delivery of aid overseas.
This report accounts for our operations
in 23 countries struck by wars or natural
disasters where we have used money given
to us by Irish donors to rebuild homes
and sustain lives. This year it was my
privilege to visit one of these operations,
when I travelled to Chad to see the work
being done by the Red Cross locally and
internationally to help refugees from
Darfur, Sudan.
In addition to our work in Africa, our work
on projects to assist survivors of the
2004 tsunami has also brought stability
to people in Indonesia, Sri Lanka and the
Maldives.
Here in Ireland we continue to provide
services to those who have fled countries
marred by danger and despair. Our Tracing
and Messaging service provides hope to
people searching for loved ones around
the world, while our resolve to end such
suffering brought about by war is being
acted upon through our programmes to
promote International Humanitarian Law
and our involvement with the project to
end Gender Based Violence.
I would like to thank the wonderful
volunteers of the Irish Red Cross and
particularly those who give up additional
time to serve alongside myself and my
colleagues on the Executive Committee,
Central Council and on local committees.
And on behalf of the Irish Red Cross I
would also like to extend my deepest
thanks to our many sponsors, stakeholders
and donors whose generosity has enabled
us to act both locally and globally to bring
about a better future.

David Andrews
Chairman
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Foreword Secretary General:

John Roycroft
This Annual Report sets
out the achievements of the
Irish Red Cross both here
in Ireland and in our own
operations and those of our
partners, around the world.
The work done by members of the Irish
Red Cross continues to strengthen this
organisation, with growth in many areas
of activity and notable increases in new
projects and services.
Here in Ireland our ambition to drive down
fatality rates from cardiac arrest was borne
out by the massive growth in cardiac
defibrillator training which saw an increase
of 230% on the previous year when the
scheme was launched. Furthermore the
scheme also led to a significant growth in
members, with more branches of the Irish
Red Cross founded in 2007 than in any
previous year.
This year also saw the provision of a
dozen new vehicles to help our members
who provide voluntary First Aid services
at events and transport to wheelchairusers and older people. These vehicles
were funded by a combination of local
people and the CLÁR programme run by
the Department of Community, Rural and
Gaeltacht Affairs.
The experience our members acquire as
volunteers has been harnessed by our
newly-reorganised Commercial Services
Department which meets all the safety
needs of companies and public bodies by
providing Occupational First Aid training
that is recognised by the Health & Safety
Authority and on-site expertise in safety
management.
Much of this experience is gained through
many nights and weekends spent training,
competing nationally and internationally
and on various duties at events around
Ireland. The hosting in Limerick of the First
Aid Convention in Europe (FACE) proved a
memorable success for our volunteers who
worked tirelessly to ensure the success
of the event in July, in addition to staging

a series of national First Aid competitions
throughout the year.
Our volunteers’ expertise in their own
communities brought about an increase
of 16% in the numbers undertaking Basic
First Aid training and they continue to play
a vital role in their communities through
their care of older people, their provision
of youth services and their life-saving
presence at community cultural and
sporting events.
Many volunteers participate in search
operations and this year saw the
introduction to the Irish Red Cross of the
Sligo-Leitrim Mountain Rescue Team. This
is a significant boost to the organisation
which already provides in-shore lake
rescue services in Connemara through
the Irish Red Cross Corrib-Mask Rescue
Team and mountain rescue services in the
Wicklow Mountains through the very active
and well known Glen of Imaal Red Cross
Mountain Rescue Team.
Our role in the wider world begins here
in Ireland and extends far beyond these
shores.
In 2007, we maintained our commitment
to projects that seek to end suffering
through raising awareness about key
issues. The World Disasters Report,
published annually by the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies, was again supported by the Irish
Red Cross and by Irish Aid. So too was the
campaign to curb Gender Based Violence.
The impact of the issues highlighted by
these campaigns may partly explain the
growth in the number of people using the
Irish Red Cross Message Service, which
rose by 56% on the previous year.
The extent of the reach of the Irish Red
Cross, acting through the network of the
International Federation of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies and in partnership
with the International Committee of the
Red Cross was abundantly clear at the
General Assembly/International Conference
in Geneva which I attended on behalf of
the Irish Red Cross.

The work of the Irish Red Cross through
our own operations in countries in Africa
and Asia, and our support to those
operations run by our Red Cross and
Red Crescent partners around the world,
delivers help and assistance to people who
need it most. This is due to the welcome
support of donors such as Irish Aid and
the generosity of people and companies
who continue to respond to our appeals.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank these donors and to thank our
other domestic funding bodies, including
the Dept of Defence and the Dept of
Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs.
As a newcomer to the Irish Red Cross, I
would also like to thank my predecessor,
Ms Carmel Dunne for her years of service
to the Irish Red Cross as Secretary General
and in her previous capacities as Assistant
Secretary General and National Fundraiser.
I would also like to thank the Chairman,
David Andrews and the Executive
Committee and members of the Central
Council of the Irish Red Cross for their
support and to express my warm regard
and appreciation for our wonderful
volunteers and our staff, both here in
Ireland and around the world.

John Roycroft
Secretary General





World Activities
The Irish Red Cross, whose work in
Ireland and overseas is represented
in this map, is part of the largest
humanitarian network in the world – the
Red Cross and Red Crescent movement.

Around 97 million people are members of a
Red Cross or Red Crescent organisation in each
of 186 countries around the world. Therefore
in virtually every country on this map there is
either a Red Cross or Red Crescent organisation
working to help people.
Today both the International Committee of
the Red Cross (f.1863) and the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies (a co-ordinating body f. 1919) run
programmes that provide vitally needed services
in areas such as healthcare, shelter, water and
sanitation, education and emergency relief in
countries all over the world.



Irish Red Cross

The International Committee of the Red
Cross retains its special focus and applies its
expertise in suffering caused by war and the
International Federation of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies focuses on Disaster
Preparedness and Relief, dealing with suffering
caused by earthquakes, hurricanes, floods and
other disasters.
The Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded
on more occasions to the Red Cross and
Red Crescent Movement than to any other
organisation – four times in total. The first
Nobel Peace Prize was won by the Red Cross/
Red Crescent founder, Henry Dunant.
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Overseas delegates
Name

Location

Job

From

Gary Buchanan

Pakistan and Gaza

Logistics

Co. Down

Michael Buffini

India

Ortho-Prosthetist

Dublin

Stevan Buxt

Indonesia

Community Outreach

South Africa

Diane Carroll

Indonesia

Construction Engineer

Co. Kilkenny

Simon Carter

Indonesia

Finance and Administration

Australia

Timothy Cummings

Indonesia

Country Representative

United States

Anne-Marie Cunningham

Malawi

Monitoring and Evaluation

Dublin

Susanna Cunningham

Kenya and Mauritius

Head of Indian Ocean Sub Regional Office

Dublin

Charlotte Dawson

Niger

Programme Officer

United Kingdom

Owen Frazer

Pakistan

Protection Delegate

Dublin

Prosper Gbetie

Niger

Capacity Building Manager

Benin

Eileen Hannon

Niger

Finance Administration

Co. Cork

Simon Harris

Sri Lanka

Country Coordinator

United Kingdom

Eve Janodet

Niger

Small Grants Project Manager

France

Brian Kerr

Indonesia

Finance Administration

Co. Louth

Nazbul Khan

Sri Lanka

Senior Livelihoods Delegate

Bangladesh

Nikhil Khanna

Sri Lanka

Construction Engineer

India

Nellie Kingston

Niger

Programme Coordinator

Co. Cork

Véronique Kouame

Niger

Administration and Translation

Cote D’Ivoire

Joe Lowry

Bangkok-Thailand

Information and Communications

Dublin

Vivien Lusted

Sri Lanka

Health

Co. Galway

Daniel MacSweeney

Afghanistan

Field Delegate

Dublin

Elazt Mamutalieva

Indonesia

Education Programme Manager

Kyrgyzstan

Ellen McConville

Indonesia

Community Outreach Project Manager

United States

Martin McDermott

Philippines and Malasyia

Detention/Armed Forces Security

Kilkenny

Seamus Meagher

Liberia

Logistics

Tipperary

Maria Modelo

Niger

Finance and Administration

Spain

Willie Norton

Pakistan and Liberia

Logistics

Dublin

Anna Marie O’Carroll

Sri Lanka

Admin and Livelihooods

Co. Kerry

Donal O’Suilleabhain

Sri Lanka

Water and Habitation Engineer

Co. Sligo

Tanya Pocock

Maldives

IT and Telecoms

Dublin

Daniel Prewitt

Indonesia and Niger

Country Coordinator

United States

Charlie Rapoport

Pakistan

Procurement and Logistics

France

Jeff Ratcliffe

Niger

Country Coordinator

United States

John Roche

Geneva

Operations Coordinator for Africa

Dublin

Cormac Rooney

Pakistan

Construction Coordinator

Co. Louth

John Rowland

Sudan

Senior Logistician

Dublin

Aengus Ryan

Indonesia

Water and Sanitation Engineer

Australia

Stephen Ryan

Geneva

Youth and Communications

Co. Cork

Amy Tyndall

Indonesia

Education Project Manager

Dublin

Michael Wardick

Maldives

Senior Construction Engineer

Dublin

Our work
in Ireland
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Child Protection
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Our work in Ireland
First Aid & Training Services
Saving Lives…..
through training
More people throughout
Ireland were again trained in
First Aid and other essential
life-saving skills in 2007 by
the Irish Red Cross, leading
to an overall increase of
almost a quarter (24%) on
2006, with a total of 15,551
trained in 2007.
Entry-level Basic First Aid was the most
popular and again showed an increase
(16%) on the previous year with 8,031
people trained. Occupational First Aid,
which meets the legal obligations of
employers to have a number of people
trained in First Aid in their workforces also
saw increasing demand of 16% on 2006.

16%

increase in the entry-level basic first aid
training provided.

The Irish Red Cross is
recognised by the Health
& Safety Authority as a
provider of Occupational
First Aid.
Falls in demand were experienced in
some areas, notably in the number of
Emergency Medical First Responders
trained and in some other areas related to
ambulance services.

These fall-offs can be attributed to the
redeployment of members of the Irish
Red Cross, who as volunteers gave their
time to concentrate their work on staging
a major international championship
in First Aid which involved hosting 25
countries, providing transport, food and
accommodation as well as running the
competitive event itself (see pp 12-13
FACE). A new initiative developed by the
Irish Red Cross for the training of carers
during the year was the publication
of the Helping You to Care Handbook
- an essential guide on caring for family
members who are sick or otherwise in
need of care at home.

First Aid
Basic First Aid remains one of the most
popular training courses run by the Irish
Red Cross, with many people, either
as individuals or as members of school
groups or community associations learning
Basic First Aid.
Our instructors have extensive experience
of dealing with real injuries gained through
providing First Aid and ambulance services
as Red Cross volunteers at major public
events. They are all active members of the
Irish Red Cross whose skills are updated
on a yearly basis and are fully qualified to
provide training in:
• Intermediate First Aid
• Ambulance Procedures
• Cardiac First Responder
• Risk Assessment and Patient Lifting
• Emergency Medical First Responder
• Occupational First Aid Instructors 		
Teaching Methods Course

Occupational
First Aid
Companies are obliged, under Health &
Safety legislation to have trained First
Aiders on-site at all times. Occupational
First Aid training provided by the Irish Red
Cross meets all of these requirements;
our training is recognised by the Health
and Safety Authority and is available

around the country. Moreover, companies
who purchase our training courses can be
assured that their money is being invested
by the Irish Red Cross in its valuable work
for people in communities throughout
Ireland and in places of real need around
the world.

Commercial First
Aid Training
Companies, sports clubs, schools and
individuals undertaking First Aid training
can contact their nearest regional office of
the Irish Red Cross on 1890 502 502 or
www.RedCrossTraining.ie.
During 2007, demand for First Aid training
grew considerably.
There was a 39% increase in the number
of people trained, meaning that over
6,600 people were trained in first aid,
manual handling, defibrillation and related
Health & Safety courses through our
Commercial Training Unit. This accounts
for 43% of total people trained by the Irish
Red Cross in 2007, showing an increase
of almost 5% on the balance between
commercial and other training.
During 2007, the Irish Red Cross
commercial training unit was the training
provider of choice for a number of major
customers across Ireland. These included
Dunnes Stores, UCD Dublin, HSE North
East, HSE West, LIT, Stryker and Fleming
Medical.

Cardiac Care
Cardiac defibrillator training saw a
particularly dramatic increase of 230%
arising from the success of the Cross Out
Day promotion in 2006 which delivered
life-saving defibrillators to clubs, schools
and residential communities across
the country. The Irish Red Cross is a
recognised training partner of the Irish
Heart Foundation and in this capacity
trained thousands of people in specialist
First Aid and cardiac care.
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230%

increase in cardiac defibrillator training.

Summary of Irish
Red Cross training
See the chart below listing the Irish Red
Cross training courses for 2007:

On-site Services
The Irish Red Cross provides on-site First
Aid services for a number of companies
across Ireland, mainly in the construction
sector.
The services include specification and
ordering of first aid equipment and
facilities, provision of on-site emergency
and occupational health personnel, safety
auditing, induction training for staff,
first aid and other training, liaising with
local emergency services for emergency
planning and emergency response drills
on site. Our staff can provide toolbox talks
on health and safety and can provide
health screening for employees
commencing work.
During 2007 we worked alongside some
of Ireland’s top companies including Irish
Cement Ltd, Shanaghan Engineering Ltd,
PM Group and Roadbridge Ltd.

New Initiatives
New training programmes were provided
in the fields of Child Protection and
Stress Awareness, with significant uptake
by members of the Irish Red Cross.
Other courses were also undertaken by
members, with the numbers following the
course to become First Aid instructors up
by one third on the previous year.

Knowing what to do when someone is sick or injured
is vital to good patient care. Here Kae Deguzman
(Dublin Fingal) puts Gavin Brown at his ease as she
treats him at a simulated exercise.

20.6%
Occupational
First Aid

52.6%
Basic First Aid

1.8%
Specialist
First Aid

5.5%

Caring in the
Community Training

0.26%

Critical Incident
Stress Management

14%

Life Support Training

4.58%

Ambulance
Operations Training

0.66%

Instructor Training
(all skills)

Simple steps taken quickly can keep someone safe long enough for them to get specialist medical attention.
Here Barbara Chaplin of Limerick, treats Stephen O’Donoughue (Co. Meath) in a simulated exercise.
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Saving lives… striving for excellence

First Aid Convention in Europe

The First Aid Convention in Europe (FACE),
hosted by the Irish Red Cross for the
first time ever in 2007, took place in the
University of Limerick.
The main competitive event, which took
place on 07/07/07 saw teams from
25 countries vying for the title of best
lifesavers in Europe. The Serbian Red
Cross repeated their 2006 success, taking
gold, with Bulgaria in second place and
Austria in third place.

This major operation was led by a Steering
Committee of 15 volunteers, co-chaired
by the Vice-Chairman, Tony Lawlor and
the former UL Students Union President
and Limerick Red Cross member, Fintan
Breen. They co-ordinated every aspect
of the event including accommodation,
transport, food and cultural activities
for the visitors, as well as originating
the competitive challenges, organising
adjudicators, liaison for each country’s
team, and orchestrating the smooth flow
of competitors from one event to the next.

FACE Steering Group
Frank Ryan, Pat McGahey, Gerry
O’Sullivan, Aiden Lonergan, Imelda
O’Connor, John Costin, Lorraine Olahan,
Tom Horwell, Willie Carroll, Ted Noonan,
Michael O’Donaghue, Dr Andrew Kelly,
Darren Ryan
Co-Chairs: Fintan Breen & Tony Lawlor
Project Administrator: Deirdre Ryan

Members of Maalbronn, Germany treat a casualty at a simulated car accident scene in Limerick. The German Red Cross volunteers were one of 25 European teams
competing at the international First Aid Convention in Europe hosted by the Irish Red Cross.

Thank you to all of our FACE 2007 sponsors:
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FACE Youth Activities
A variety of fun activities for competitors
in this major international event were
devised by members of the Youth Working
Group who organized 14 of the 26
different stages comprising the day-long
competition. Younger members of the
Irish Red Cross, aged from 12 – 25 took
charge of several of the stations which
provided some welcome light relief from
the tough challenges of the First Aid
scene; Poc Fada, balloon-making and
penalty shootouts kept our overseas
entrants entertained.

Pictured enjoying the opening ceremony are sponsors: Teresa McHugh, Ger Hickey, Fleming Medical;
Steve Jelfs, Cardiac Science and Maeve Clohessy, Fleming Medical.

Marcus Mannus and Bjorn Saemann of Maalbronn,
Germany treat a pedestrian with a lacerated leg,
hit by a speeding car in a simulated accident scene
in UL, Limerick. The German Red Cross volunteers
were one of 26 European teams competing at the
international First Aid Convention in Europe, hosted
by the Irish Red Cross.

Edel Coleman of Dundalk is treated for shock by Bosnian Red Cross members Vlana Bjekic-Marie and
Daniella Grgic in Limerick, after her boyfriend sustained gunshot wounds to the chest in a simulated exercise.
The Bosnian Red Cross members were one of 26 European teams competing at the international First Aid
Convention in Europe, hosted by the Irish Red Cross.

Gerry Rabbitte Galway

Murphys
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National
Competitions
Visit of the President
of Ireland
The Irish Red Cross was again honoured
by a visit by the President of Ireland and
President of the Irish Red Cross, Mary
McAleese to its Head Office.
President McAleese presented the
President’s Trophy to the 2006 trophywinners at the outset of the new year. The
President’s Trophy is the principal trophy
in Irish Red Cross First Aid competitions,
with the winners representing Ireland at
European level in the First Aid Convention
in Europe. The 2006 President’s Trophy
winners were all members of the Finglas
Unit of the Irish Red Cross.

Chairman of the National Competitions SubCommittee John Costin pictured with Tracey Hanley
of Cork who won the Cadet Indivdual competition.

North-east Regional Director of Units, Tom Horwell
presents first prize to Marie Lawless who won the
Novice Individual competition.

Notwithstanding a busy year preparing for
the hosting of the First Aid Convention in
Europe (FACE), members of the Irish Red
Cross also ran a packed programme of
national competitions for both senior and
younger members.
The 2007 Presidents Trophy which took
place on the June Bank Holiday weekend
at the University of Limerick, served as a
dress rehearsal for the FACE event.

Michael McCormack, Area Director of Units, Cavan pictured with Anne-Marie Beirth after winning the Dominic
Nugent Senior Individual Cup. The cup is named in honour of the late Dominic Nugent, of Co. Louth.

Mid-Leinster Regional Director of Units, Gerry O’Sullivan presents first prize to the
Cadet Team winners from Cork.

President Mary McAleese receiving a floral tribute from Rachel O’Brien in honour
of her visit to the Irish Red Cross.
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Presidents Trophy Results & Team Members

1st

Limerick A Team*

2

Dublin Borough

nd

Aideen Shinners, Adrian Coffey, Lisa-Marie McNamara,
Brighid Ui Loinsaigh, Philomena Grace, Ken Butler.

Eithne Scully, Peter Ryan, Caitriona Ryan, Pamela O’Brien,
Elaine McDonagh, Leah McGarry.

Dominic Nugent Trophy Results & Senior Individual First Aider

1st

Michael McCormack

2

Hilary Parkinson

nd

Cavan

Limerick

Younger members of the Irish Red Cross and those who are new to First Aid competitions take part in the Cadet and Novice
Competitions. The results of the 2007 Cadet Competitions (Under 16 year olds) were:

Cadet Individual

Cadet Team

1st

Tracey Hanley (Cork)

Cork team

2

Leanne Sullivan (Galway)

Limerick team

3

Sorcha Parks (Louth)

Louth team

nd

rd

Alison O’Shea, Aoife McCarthy, Niamh McCarthy, Eva Twomey.

Vita Harnett, Aoife O’Sullivan, Katie Carmody, Laura McCarthy.

Aoife Mackin, Niamh Lynch, Orla Kelly, Niamh Mackin.

The results of the 2007 Novice Competitions were as follows:

Novice Individual

Novice Team

1st

Marie Lawless (Louth)

Dublin Borough team

2

Andrew Finn (Mayo)

Limerick team

3

Katie Donwoody (Dublin Borough)

Cork team

nd

rd

* Limerick entered two teams into the 2007 competition

Paul Martin, Leah McGarry, Colin Treacy, Edel Martin.

Maureen Tucker, Barbara Chaplin, Gráinne Ó hÓdhráin,
Oralith Shinners.

Geraldine Cronin, Conor O’Conaill, Eileen Sheehan,
Padroi O’Riordan.
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Saving Lives….
when disaster
strikes.

Figures nationally show that of 201
mountain rescue operations which took
place in Ireland (32 counties), 37 were
managed by the Glen of Imaal Red Cross
Mountain Rescue Team, Co Wicklow and
11 were managed by the Sligo-Leitrim
Red Cross Mountain Rescue Team, which
joined the Irish Red Cross in 2006.

Volunteers are trained to a standard set by
the Irish Coast Guard and are called out
day or night. While the primary purpose
is to save lives many days are spent
searching for bodies that have been lost
in the rivers or lakes. This is important
work as it brings closure to families and
provides them with some support during
their ordeal. A lot of time is also spent
investigating drifting boats and recovering
them or checking out navigation hazards.

322

During 2007 Corrib Mask Rescue was
officially called out 7 times; Four times
searching for people, twice for drifting boats
and once to investigate a submerged car.

A total of 322 people were rescued
or evacuated by all Mountain Rescue
voluntary groups in the country;
Irish Red Cross volunteers who are members of
dedicated Search & Rescue Teams around the
country are on call day and night every day of the
year. Here members of the Glen of Imaal Red Cross
Mountain Rescue Team, are pictured during a night
training exercise taking an injured casualty down
a mountainside.

Emergency
Management

A total of 322 people were rescued
or evacuated by all Mountain Rescue
voluntary groups in the country; nearly half
(156) of those assisted were injured and a
further 11 had died. The annual pilgrimage
outing to Croagh Patrick remains one
of the largest operations for Mountain
Rescue volunteers.

Civil Protection and
Mountain Rescue

In-shore Lake Rescue

Nearly a quarter of all voluntary Mountain
Rescue operations in Ireland were carried
out by members of the Irish Red Cross
who are on call day and night to assist
the Coast Guard and Garda Siochána
in helping people in difficulty on the
mountains.

Planning for measures to cope with
disruption to business and community
life in the event of a major emergency
was undertaken throughout 2007.
Plans during the year focussed on
coordination with agencies such as the
Ambulances to: Fermoy,
Blanchardstown,
Health
Service Executive (HSE) to deal
and Greystones Red Cross branches, Leenane
Co.Galway; Carlingford Co.Louth; and Inchigeela
with
the consequences of any outbreak
Co.Cork.
ofandPandemic
Flu.
Minibuses for the Cork
Limerick Red
Cross Areas, and a wheelchair-adapted vehicle

Corrib Mask Rescue, a unit within thefor the Lucan Red Cross Branch.
Command & control Cross-border
ambulance to the Western planning with the British Red
Clonbur Branch of the Irish Red Cross,
Red Cross Region based in Claremorris.
Cross
Northern Ireland and the British
provides a life saving service on the great
Wheelchair-adapted minibuses Lucan Co.Kildare,
Clonmel, Co.Tipperary and Slane Co.Meath.
Red
Cross
Head Office also took place.
lakes of the west of Ireland, Loughs Corrib
New Branch locations
The
British
Government Cabinet Office
and Mask and their catchment area.
also invited the Irish Red Cross to send an
observer to the UK Voluntary Emergency
Services Forum.

New ambulances,
equipment and
branches

Donegal

Leitrim
Sligo

Meath

t

Laois
Clare

Limerick

Ambulances to: Fermoy, Blanchardstown,
and Greystones Red Cross branches, Leenane
Co.Galway; Carlingford Co.Louth; and Inchigeela
Co.Cork.
Minibuses for the Cork and Limerick Red
Cross Areas, and a wheelchair-adapted vehicle
for the Lucan Red Cross Branch.
Command & control ambulance to the Western
Red Cross Region based in Claremorris.

Kerry

Wheelchair-adapted minibuses Lucan Co.Kildare,
Clonmel, Co.Tipperary and Slane Co.Meath.
New Branch locations
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Saving lives…..
New ambulances
and equipment

The Irish Red Cross drive to modernize its ambulance
fleet continued in 2007 with significant support
from the CLÁR programme run by the Department
of Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs. The
Ambulance Unit at Inchigeela/Dunmanway Branch
in Co. Cork was one of 9 new ambulances launched
by the Irish Red Cross during the year, with help
from CLÁR, and fundraising drives by communities
around the country. Pictured receiving their keys from
the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht
Affairs, Éamon Ó Cuív are Inchigeela/Dumanway Unit
members Declan O’Driscoll, Unit Officer and Seamus
O’Riordan, Ambulance Officer, also pictured Anthony
Lawlor, Vice-Chairman, Irish Red Cross (centre rear)
and Des Kavanagh, Honorary Treasurer, Irish Red
Cross (far right).

Ireland
The Irish Red Cross again invested in a
range of new ambulances and minibuses
to help meet all the needs of communities
throughout Ireland.
The Minister for Health & Children, Ms
Mary Harney launched six ambulances
and minibuses on 31 March 2007 and
a specialist mobile command & control
ambulance. These ambulances were jointly
funded by local Red Cross Branches and
national Irish Red Cross budgets.
The Minister for Community, Rural &
Gaeltacht Affairs, Mr Éamon Ó Cuív,
launched a further three ambulances
for deployment in areas of special
socio-economic need, known as CLÁR
regions, on 12 May 2007.
A further three wheelchair-adapted
minibuses were enabled through a
financial rebate secured from the
Revenue Commmissioners.

New life-saving
equipment
All Irish Red Cross ambulances are now
equipped with life-saving defibrillators.
During 2007 these defibrillators were
provided with a software upgrade to enable
them to conform to revised defibrillation
protocols. The placement of a defibrillator
on every Irish Red Cross ambulance
means that virtually every county in Ireland
now has at least one Irish Red Cross
defibrillator – a very significant investment
in services to communities throughout
Ireland by the Irish Red Cross.

Youth Activities
New members from all ages are keenly
sought by the Irish Red Cross, which in
recent years has repositioned itself in
many communities as an organisation
where young people can have fun, learn
new skills and make new friends in the
safest environment possible.

Child Protection
In 2007, the Irish Red Cross trained over
500 people in both level 1 and level 2
child protection guidelines. By training our
own members in child protection, the Irish
Red Cross aims to not only strengthen
internal procedures where necessary but
also to raise awareness and vigilance
generally, to fortify the protection that we
provide to children and young people in
our organisation.

500+
Over 500 people in both level 1 and level 2
were trained in child protection guidelines.

230 Irish Red Cross members attended
level 1 training on basic information on
Child Protection, where the aim was to
raise awareness of child protection issues.
325 volunteers attended level 2 training,
in which the aim was to give direction and
guidance to volunteers in dealing with
allegations/suspicion and disclosures of
child abuse.

Representatives of the Irish Red Cross
also attended the launches of two
policy documents by Mr Seán Haughey,
Minister for State for Youth Affairs at the
Department of Education and Science; The
Child Protection Awareness Programme
and ‘Let’s Beat Bullying’ resource.

Events
National Youth Forum 2007
The Irish Red Cross is committed to
the involvement of young people in the
organisation in a real and meaningful way.

100+

Well over a hundred young people
and their leaders from across Ireland
participated in the event which
organised a series of age-relevant
workshops and forums where the
participants could debate the issues
and recommend policy initiatives for
action by the governing body of the Irish
Red Cross.

One important step to meeting this
objective has been the inauguration of
annual meetings of young people where
they get to have their say about the
activities that interest them. In 2007 the
second National Youth Forum took place
in the Montague Hotel, Portlaoise on
Saturday 31st March 2007 which was
officially opened by the Vice-Chairman of
the Irish Red Cross, Mr Tony Lawlor and
led by the Chairman of the Youth Working
Group, Mr Tom Horwell.
Well over a hundred young people
and their leaders from across Ireland
participated in the event which organised
a series of age-relevant workshops and
forums where the participants could
debate the issues and recommend policy
initiatives for action by the governing body
of the Irish Red Cross. These included
Babysitting, Exploring Humanitarian
Law (laws about the conduct of conflict
presented in a relevant way to younger
audiences) and a new OPTIONS
programme (a series of certified activities
for younger members). Both adults and
younger people were also involved in
drafting rules on behaviour and other
matters.
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Carers Course
The new book is a significant new initiative
in the Caring area, which also saw a
further 229 Family Carers complete the
14-week Carers Course this year. The
course provides the carer with the skills
necessary to meet the needs of those with
long and short-term illness’, including the
terminally ill.

Therapeutic Hand
Care
The Minister for Health and Children, Mary Harney (centre), pictured with members of the Irish Red Cross
Community Services Working Group which produced the newly-launched Helping You to Care Handbook,
an invaluable guide for anyone caring for someone at home. The Handbook is available at www.redcross.ie
price €14.99.
Pictured from left Community Services & Development Officer, Lydia O’Halloran, Catherine Kilmartin, Minister
Harney, Community Services WG Chairperson, Ellen Keane, Mary Rose Day and Marie Harte.

International
Meetings/Events
The Irish Red Cross was represented
by Ms Cassandra Carroll, Roscrea, Co.
Tipperary and Ms Siobhan Griffin, Kilrush,
Co. Clare at the 52nd International Red
Cross Study and Friendship Camp in
Langenlois, in Austria. Mr. Gerard McHale,
Claremorris, Co. Mayo represented the
Irish Red Cross Youth at the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies Global Youth Meeting in Geneva
in November 2007.

Caring in the
Community
Upskilling the people who care for older
and dependent people remains a key
priority for the Irish Red Cross which has
trained 3,500 Family Carers around the
country in the last ten years.

This book is the latest in a series of
initiatives undertaken by the Irish Red
Cross over the years to help the estimated
161,000 people who care for others
at home. The Irish Red Cross has
also provided training in this area and
previously circulated a pack to help carers
in the home.

161,000
The number of people who care for
others at home.

The Helping You to Care Handbook costs
€14.99 and it is available (postage free)
from the Irish Red Cross at Locall
1850 650 651 Monday – Friday 9am
– 5pm. Anyone who orders a box of 60
books gets a substantial discount of
€180.00

In April 2007, a new book, the Helping
You to Care Handbook was launched.
Recommended by broadcaster, Pat Kenny,
this book is a practical, easy-to-read,
fully illustrated guide for those looking
after someone who is ill, elderly or has a
disability, with comprehensive advice on
all aspects of caring.

275

Therapeutic Hand Care volunteers
trained in 2007.

Our Therapeutic Hand Care service helps
to reduce the pain suffered by some
people, especially older people and those
affected by arthritis and other conditions
that affect hand mobility. Therapeutic
Hand Care (THC) also benefits the people
who receive it, by being an important
physical and emotional contact for those
who feel physically and emotionally
isolated.
There was a rise in the number of new
Therapeutic Hand Care volunteers trained
in 2007 on the previous year to 275.
These new THC providers were trained on
special one-day courses for staff in several
hospitals and nursing homes around the
country and on courses in Irish Red Cross
Branches for people who do not work in
these establishments.
People who attended events run by other
health-care charities were also treated
to hand massage by Irish Red Cross
volunteers, including 500 Carers at the
Caring for Carers Annual Respite Break
in Co. Mayo, the Multiple Sclerosis Care
Day in Limerick and the Irish Reynaud’s
& Scleroderma Society Awareness
Conference in Dublin and 280 people
who attended the Irish Red Cross hosted
First Aid Convention in Europe (FACE) in
Limerick.
We are very grateful for the support
of Unilever who continue to donate
Vaseline Intensive hand cream for use by
volunteers and at training courses.

Ben McAuliffe (front right) from the Kanturk Branch
of the Irish Red Cross and fellow volunteers give the
Italian Team an opportunity to relax from the days
events at First Aid Convention in Europe (FACE)
2007 by giving them a hand massage.
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Skin Camouflage
Our Skin Camouflage Service helps people
to conceal skin conditions or scars by
training them in applying special longlasting creams and powders which exactly
match their normal skin tone.
In 2007, trained Irish Red Cross
volunteers provided this service in Cork,
Donegal, Dublin, Galway, Wexford and
Wicklow. This includes St. Vincent’s
Hospital and Our Lady’s Children’s
Hospital in Dublin and University College
Hospital Galway.

Practical guides for
families
In addition to the Helping You to Care
Handbook, the Irish Red Cross continues
to provide free copies of its hugely-popular
Handbook for Babysitters & Parents
(2004), and its Practical Booklet for
Care & Hygiene (2002) which were both
produced with the support of Domestos.

Some 13 new local branches of the Irish
Red Cross emerged around the country
and two old branches, which had fallen
dormant, were re-established – more than
triple the number of the previous year and
by far the highest number of new Irish
Red Cross branches since modern records
began (see map on page 16).
This newfound vitality in the organization
arises from the success of the Cross Out
Day Campaign in 2006.
Designed as a fundraising campaign,
Cross Out Day, launched on World
Red Cross/Red Crescent Day, (8 May)
urged people to club together and as
individuals forego or “cross out” a daily
treat, eg a daily coffee or night out, and
invest the monies saved in a life-saving
cardiac defibrillator for their sports club,
neighbourhood or workplace.

75+

Over 75 groups signed up for the Irish
Red Cross defibrillator package

Over 75 groups signed up for the Irish
Red Cross defibrillator package, which
saw these communities receive their
defibrillator and specialist training to
support it. These groups were strongly
supported by the existing network of Irish
Red Cross volunteers throughout the
country, as a result of this many of the
people in groups that got defibrillators
decided to join the Irish Red Cross.

In 2007, 13,000 people requested the
Handbook for Babysitters and Parents,
while over 3,000 people sought the
Practical Booklet for Care & Hygiene.
Both books are available free of charge
from Lo call 1850 650 651
Monday – Friday 9am – 5pm.

Development
Local Irish Red Cross volunteers provide
many services free to members of their
own communities. But with growing
demands, the Irish Red Cross is always
looking to recruit new members and
expand its network of Branches.

Tattoo before

Tattoo after

We provide:
• Social outings and Christmas parties
for older people
• Transport for people with a disability
and/or special needs
• Skilled assistance at Irish Blood 		
Transfusion Service mobile clinics
• Skilled personnel and equipment in 		
searches for missing people
• First Aid services for communities
• First Aid training for employees, social
groups and individuals
• Supervised activities for young adults,
teenagers and pre-teen young people
2007 proved to be a year of 			
outstanding success, with more new 		
people drawn to joining the Irish Red 		
Cross than ever before.

Irish Red Cross volunteer Sadie Meade providing Therapeutic Hand Care to a man
in Orwell Nursing Home, Dublin.
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Our work Overseas

International
Humanitarian Law
(IHL)
The Irish Red Cross supports the work of
the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) in promoting awareness of
IHL, in accordance with the mandate of
the ICRC, legally recognised since the
first Geneva Conventions were agreed in
1863.
Promoting IHL to key policy makers
in government, the military, the legalacademic community and the public is a
major part of the work undertaken by the
ICRC globally and the Irish Red Cross in
Ireland.

In October 2007 the Irish Red Cross took
part in training members of the Defence
Forces in dealing with a humanitarian
crisis taking place in a conflict zone with
a UN peace enforcement mission on the
ground. The training involved a role-play
exercise on the handover of detainees
by armed groups and a presentation to
officers and non-commissioned officers
on International Humanitarian Law as well
as on the guiding principles and standard
operating procedures of the Red Cross
Movement.
The Irish Red Cross also presented copies
of the Geneva Conventions and Additional
Protocols to the libraries of both the
Defence Forces and University College
Dublin for use by their students/cadets.

Gender Based
Violence (GBV)
Gender-based Violence is an umbrella
term for any harmful act against someone
because they are female or because they
are male.
Widely-affecting girls and women
worldwide, gender-based violence can also
affect men in some societies, where the
social, religious and/or cultural roles and
differences between men and women are
strongly enforced and in some cases with
violence.
Many – but not all – forms of GBV are
illegal and criminal acts in national laws
and policies. This year’s World Disasters
Report on Discrimination shows the
impact of sex discrimination on disaster
recovery work especially for women and
children. (See Section on World Disasters
Report).

97 million
With a network of 97 million volunteers
in 186 countries around the world,
the Irish Red Cross seeks to develop
responses throughout the Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement to deal
with deep rooted disasters.

International Humanitarian Law is critical to curbing
excessive death and injuries in war, both among
combatants and civilians. Here Noel Wardick, Head
of the International Department, Irish Red Cross,
assists with training members of the Defence Forces
in managing a hostage hand-over operation during
a simulated exercise. The role of the Red Cross as
a neutral and independent intermediary in this kind
of situation is laid down by the Geneva Conventions,
one of the central pieces of International
Humanitarian Law.

Children are among the most profoundly affected
when International Humanitarian Law (IHL) is not
respected by warring parties. Children who are
forced into servitude by warring parties, as child
“soldiers” and in other capacities suffer immense
hardship. In 2007, people in Ireland responded
generously to an Emergency Response Fund (ERF)
appeal and donated some E200,000, a proportion
of which went towards assisting children in this kind
of situation.
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The Irish Red Cross is a member
of the Irish Gender Based Violence
Consortium, a group of Irish human
rights, humanitarian and development
agencies as well as the Departments of
Defence and Foreign Affairs, which has
joined forces to promote the adoption
of a coherent and coordinated response
to Gender Based Violence. Throughout
2007, the Irish Red Cross together with
the consortium moved to develop and
implement advocacy strategies on GBV
at national and international levels. With
a network of 97 million volunteers in
186 countries around the world, the Irish
Red Cross seeks to develop responses
throughout the Red Cross and Red
Crescent Movement to deal with this deep
rooted this issue.

Factbox
• M
 en and women can be both
victims and perpetrators of
Gender Based Violence

This is the second year that the Irish Red
Cross funded the publication of the World
Disasters Report, which is also funded by
Irish Aid and is distributed worldwide in
four languages; French, English, Spanish
and Arabic.
Published annually by the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies, the umbrella body representing
the Red Cross and Red Crescent bodies
in 186 countries, the Report adopts
a different subject for comprehensive
analysis each year and is an invaluable
resource for disaster management
professionals and donors, politicians and
planners, scientists and academics and
journalists and community aid workers.

The World Disaster Report, which focussed on how
and why some of the most vulnerable groups in
society are forced to deal with discrimination, was
launched in Dublin in December 2007.

• A
 t least 60 million girls
are ‘missing’ worldwide as
a result of sex selective
abortions, infanticide or
neglect.
• A
 commonly accepted
estimate is that one in every
three women has been
beaten, coerced into sex
or otherwise abused in her
lifetime.
For more information on the Gender
Based Violence Consortium, see
www.gbv.ie

World Disasters
Report: 2007
An investigation into Discrimination in
disasters was the focus of the World
Disasters Report 2007, launched in
Dublin.
Women and people who can be identified
as different for any reason (socioeconomic, ethno-cultural or religious) can
be marginalised in disasters, particularly
after the disaster when help is funnelled
by the most accessible means.

Pictured at the launch of the World Disasters Report are John Roycroft, Secretary General of the Irish Red
Cross and Michael Kitt, Minister of State at the Department of Foreign Affairs with responsibility for Overseas
Development Aid.
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Tracing,
Messaging & Family
Reunification

The breakdown of people using the tracing
services is as follows:

,,

The Irish Red Cross has provided many
services for asylum-seekers, refugees and
other arrivals to Ireland since its inception
in 1939.

Adults
contacting
adults

Family Reunification

In 2007 the Irish Red Cross formally
adopted a key role in helping to bring
families, separated by war or natural
disaster, together again. In February a
new partnership was signed with the
United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) so that the Irish Red
Cross would manage the Travel Assistance
Fund operated by UNHCR. The fund is
available to refugees on low incomes who
have been granted asylum and who have
obtained visas for their families to join
them in Ireland.

Tracing Service

The Irish Red Cross Tracing Service liaises
with the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) and the worldwide
network of Red Cross and Red Crescent
societies in 186 countries. The Tracing
Service, formally recognised by the
Geneva Conventions, helps people to find
missing family members and close friends.
It is used mainly, but not exclusively, by
people who are not from Ireland who
are looking for relatives in Ireland and/or
overseas.
In 2007 the number of new Tracing Cases
dropped from 110 new cases the previous
year to 73. However the number of cases
closed rose from 31 in 2006 to 82 in
2007.
Of the 82 that were closed, just under
half of these (32) were as a result of a
success, i.e. in finding the person sought,
but for the other 50 enquirers, the missing
person could not be found.
Some 182 cases are ongoing, 36 of these
are from 2007, and the remainder from
previous years.

)
(

Child contacting
another child
Messaging Service

The Irish Red Cross Message Service
liaises with the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) and the worldwide
network of Red Cross and Red Crescent
societies in 186 countries. The Message
Service, formally recognised by the
Geneva Conventions, helps people to
send and receive messages from family
members and close friends who wish to
assure loved ones that they are alive. It is
used mainly, but not exclusively, by nonIrish people looking for relatives in Ireland
and/or overseas.
In 2007 the number of people using
the Message Service rose by 56% - a
considerable rise on the previous year,
from 53 cases in 2006 to 83 cases in
2007.
Just under half of the messages (37
messages) were sent to relatives abroad
and 46 messages were received from
other countries.
There were 12 messages sent back
to sender (BTS). The reasons for this
varied but the main reason was mostly
inaccurate delivery addresses.

Adults contacting
children

)+

Children contacting
adults
There was a drop in the number of
children using the service in 2007, down
from 28% of users in 2006 to just under
11% in 2007.
Some 74 adults used the service, while
just nine children used the service in
2007, four from children to adults, three
from adults to children, and two from
children to children.

56%

In 2007 the number of people using
the Message Service rose by 56% - a
considerable rise on the previous year.

These figures include the messages that
were sent Back To Sender (BTS).
The 37 messages sent to relatives abroad
were delivered to the following countries:
Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Iraq, Jordan/Iraq
border (No Man’s Land), Nigeria, Rwanda,
Somalia, Sudan, Uganda.
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The 46 messages received in Ireland from
relatives abroad were received from the
following countries:
Afghanistan, Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC), Ethiopia, Jordan/Iraq border
(NML), Myanmar, Rwanda, Somalia,
Sudan, Uganda.

Compassionate Leave

The Irish Red Cross Compassionate Leave
service helps Irish citizens serving in the
U.S Armed Forces get in contact with
their relatives in times of family tragedy.
This could include either death of a close
relative or serious illness where there is a
possibility of death.
The Irish Red Cross helped two
servicemen to return home to Ireland, a
rise on the previous year when there were
no cases. The first case in June 2007
was for a serviceman to return to Cork
after the death of his father. The second
case was in August when the serviceman
had to return home because of the death
of his mother-in-law.

Health & Welfare Reports

The Irish Red Cross can research and
provide information to families who are
concerned about the welfare of relatives.
There was a jump in demand for this
service in 2007, rising from none the
previous year to four cases in 2007.
Two of the cases involved families in
Ireland seeking information on children
residing outside the state. In one case
concerning a child in Mongolia, the local
Red Cross, following contact from the Irish
Red Cross reported that the child was
safe and well, however the second case
concerning a child in South Africa remains
open as the local Red Cross faced
difficulties in accessing the child.
A third report was sought concerning an
Irish national living in Myanmar/Burma
who was ascertained safe and well.
Only one case concerned an individual in
this country; it involved an older person
living in the south east who was contacted
via local Gardaí and found to be safe and
well.

EU Expansion

In January 2007 Bulgaria and Romania
joined the European Union (EU), however
owing to restrictions on their right to work,
a number of citizens from both countries
who came to Ireland sought the help of
the Irish Red Cross in finding out where
they could get food, shelter and funds to
help them get back home.

Children and their families are often separated because of sudden conflicts or natural disasters. The Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement reunites children with their parents and siblings around the world. Here a former
child soldier in the Democratic Republic of Congo shows a picture of his father from whom he was separated.
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Asia and the
Middle East

The Irish Red Cross also provided a
pre-school for 30 children, aged 4-7,
in the south east District of Ampara in
partnership with the Galway-Sri Lanka
Group.

Housing

Sri Lanka

Livelihoods

Work on a further 612 homes, in
Batticaloa, also got underway. Moreover
a further 157 families were provided with
clean water and toilet facilities by the Irish
Red Cross.

Country Profile
Area
65,610 sq km
Population
19,121,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 12
Life Expectancy
71.6 years
(men: 67.9 years, women: 75.6 years)
Living with HIV and AIDS
0.1%
Adult Literacy Rate
90.7% (men: 92.3%, women: 89.1%)
People Using Improved Water Source
79%
Human Development Index
99 of 177

Investment in the future employment
prospects of people in Sri Lanka was
strengthened by providing training in
Information Technology to 33 people.
Both investment in education and training
are vital to the long term future of people
whose lives were devastated by the
tsunami.
Special emergency response funds were
also made available to help thousands
of people returning to homes they had
left as a result of conflict in Ampara,
south eastern Sri Lanka. This money was
used to pay for seeds, tractors and other
equipment. Some 2,384 families have
been given the tools they need to rebuild
their lives and sustain themselves into the
future by this project.

Health Services

Over 100,000 people will benefit from
five medical facilities being built by the
Irish Red Cross; two Medical Dispensaries
are based in Batticaloa area, eastern Sri
Lanka, one of the areas most affected by
the conflict. The others are two hospitals
and a maternity clinic, all in areas affected
by the Tsunami and/or conflict.

100,000+
Over 100,000 people will benefit from
five medical facilities being built by
the Irish Red Cross

8,000
The Irish Red Cross helped to pay for
the cleaning of 780 wells, providing
8,000 people with clean water.

Special emergency funding was also used
to pay for additional needs caused by the
conflict, people who had fled their homes
in the Ampara District frequently found
their former homes and water sources
destroyed. The Irish Red Cross helped
to pay for the cleaning of 780 wells,
providing 8,000 people with clean water.
Two specialists in healthcare and in water
and sanitation facilities were sent to Sri
Lanka and money was also used to pay
for emergency food, shelter and water
supplies.

Factbox
300,000

Estimated peak in number of
displaced people in Sri Lanka as a
result of the escalating conflict in
2007

954

Total Irish Red Cross Contribution in 2007:
�2.6 million.

Number of homes built by the Irish
Red Cross in Sri Lanka since 2005
for tsunami survivors

Sri Lanka

30,855

The two priorities for the Irish Red Cross
in Sri Lanka in 2007 were delivery of aid
programmes to tsunami survivors and care
of those affected by the worsening conflict
between the Sri Lanka armed forces
and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Ealam
(LTTE).

Total number of houses being
built by all Red Cross partners for
tsunami survivors

Project Fact Box

Education

A new school for 400 students, complete
with a fully-equipped computer room, was
opened in May in the town of Kalutara
on the country’s west coast. The Vidayala
Jangarajah School will be a lasting legacy
to the people of the town, funded entirely
by Irish people.

A total of 128 additional new homes were
built by the Irish Red Cross – 40 of which
were in conjunction with the Galway-Sri
Lanka Group.

Operations
Tsunami Rehabilitation

950 families have been housed with money from the
Irish Red Cross which was donated by Irish people.

House Construction
Education
Livelihoods
Health Infrastructure

Disaster Response

- Water and Sanitation
- Relief Distributions
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The Maldives
Country Profile
Area
298 sq km
Population
295,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 33
Life Expectancy
67 years
(men: 66.6 years, women: 67.6 years)
Adult Literacy Rate
96.3% (men: 96.2%, women: 96.4%)
People Using Improved Water Source
83%
Human Development Index
100 of 177

Two Irish Red Cross specialists, in
Information Technology and construction,
were also deployed to the Maldives to
work on these and other projects run by
the International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies.

Factbox
255,834

Overall estimated number of
people reached by Red Cross
Movement in Maldives.

92,420

Number of people with improved
access to waste management
facilities

Project Fact Box
Operations
Water and Sanitation
Health

Irish Red Cross Delegate Tanya Pocock (left) and
American Red Cross Water and Sanitation Delegate
Tom McAloon watched by local officials and
Community members at the ground-breaking
ceremony to launch the commencement of works
on the Community Sewer System on the island of
Guraidhoo in January 2007.

Total Irish Red Cross Contribution in 2007:
€1,500,000

The Maldives

The Irish Red Cross is working on projects
designed to reduce disease and illness
from contaminated water, a serious risk
for thousands of people in this 1,190
coral island state.
An estimated 8,000 people on the
islands of Maafushi, Guraidhoo and
Kudahuvadhoo will benefit from new
sewerage systems being installed by
the Irish Red Cross in a high investment
project costing in total €4.6 million, with
expenditure of €1.5 million in 2007.
These new sewerage systems protect
the people who rely on ground water
and fish stocks as part of their diet, by
ensuring that they are not contaminated
by effluent.
Sewage pipes discharging waste close to the shore, such as this one, pose serious risks to health. The
Community Sewer Systems being funded by the Irish Red Cross in the Maldives will ensure proper treatment
and disposal of waste to maintain local health and safeguard the environment.
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Indonesia
Country Profile
Area
1,904,570 sq km
Population
226,063,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 28
Life Expectancy
69.7 years
(men: 67.8 years, women: 71.6 years)
Living with HIV and AIDS
0.1%
Adult Literacy Rate
90.4% (men: 94%, women 86.8%)
People Using Improved Water Source
77%
Human Development Index
107 of 177

Education

Two Irish Red Cross programmes are
helping to get thousands of children of
primary and secondary school age an
education - the key to long-term and
sustainable progress.
In the first programme, over 5,700
secondary schoolchildren have received
an education in 2007 alone, thanks
to the Secondary Education Cash
Assistance Programme expanded by the
Irish Red Cross in response to demand
following its success the previous year.
This programme ensures equal access
to education and the re-integration of
former students who dropped out of the
education system.

900

In the second programme – run jointly
by Irish Red Cross/German Red Cross
– nearly 900 pre-school and primary
schoolchildren will benefit from the
building of four new primary schools and
two kindergartens. The first school was
completed this year and the remaining
five establishments are scheduled for
completion in 2008.
The schools have two specific design
features, further enhancing their
usefulness to local communities; firstly
they have been designed with the
assistance of Handicap International,
thus ensuring that all children regardless
of physical ability will have access to a
primary education. Secondly the schools
are designed to provide a community
centre which could serve the community
in a number of ways, notably in the event
of a disaster.

nearly 900 pre-school and primary
schoolchildren will benefit from the
building of four new primary schools and
two kindergartens

Total Irish Red Cross Contribution in 2007:
�3.1 million.

Indonesia

By far the most devastated areas after
the tsunami at the end of 2004, were the
coastal communities clustered around the
epicentre of the earthquake which caused
the massive tsunami.
The city of Banda Aceh, which was almost
entirely washed away, and its surrounding
region and off-shore islands, have been
the focus of Irish Red Cross work to “build
back better”, providing the people who
live there with new access to educational
services, clean water and sanitation
services and information about other
essential services.
Young school girls attend the formal opening of their new primary school which was constructed with Irish Red
Cross funds, Banda Aceh, Indonesia.
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Factbox
15,000

2007 Monthly Distribution of Irish
Red Cross Community Outreach
Newspaper in Indonesia

15

Number of radio stations
broadcasting the Irish Red Cross
weekly one-hour interactive radio
programme in Indonesia

2,008

Number of enquiries dealt with
by Irish Red Cross Community
Outreach and Advocacy Team

Water and Sanitation

Access to clean water and sanitation
facilities is essential to preserving the
health and well-being of any community.
Our aim is to provide this to people living
in emergency camps and to people in
villages to enable them to get out of the
camps and into new homes without delay.
In 2007 alone, more than 750 latrines
and 614 wells were built while eight
existing latrines and 118 existing wells
were repaired within one project across
22 villages. Over a thousand people
living in some of the emergency camps
have been supplied with basic water and
sanitation services and trained in good
hygiene practices.

Community Outreach

Project Fact Box
Operations
Education
Water and Sanitation
Community Outreach

Community Outreach amongst disasteraffected populations provides an
opportunity for the most vulnerable
to have a voice and to influence the
response of donors to meeting their
particular needs.

The Irish Red Cross team in Indonesia
uses a wide variety of outreach tools;
These include newsletters, radio dramas
focussing on issues central to tsunami
survivors, radio talk shows and phoneins that tsunami survivors can use to
voice their satisfaction or otherwise with
services to date and bulletin boards. They
also hold public and private meetings with
tsunami survivors to get direct feedback
on what they need and bring this directly
to the attention of the relevant authorities
(housing, educational, healthcare etc)
This is the only project of its kind being
run by a Red Cross/Red Crescent body in
Indonesia and has been widely praised
for giving tsunami survivors the power to
shape the reconstruction programmes. It
is also an important platform for getting
attention from the people for issues of
major concern such as public health
matters.
In 2007 alone, more than 2,000
individual or community concerns were
highlighted for particular attention through
these various forums. Solutions were
found with the aid of a specially developed
Irish Red Cross Advocacy Team.

A group of young Secondary Education Cash Assistance Programme (SECAP) students at an Information Day in SMA N I Peukan Bada School in Indonesia,
December 2007.
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Afghanistan
Country Profile
Area
652,090 sq km
Population
26,088,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 135
Life Expectancy
43.3 years
(men: 43.4 years, women: 43.3 years)
Living with HIV and AIDS
Not Available
Adult Literacy Rate
23.5% (men: 32.4%, women: 12.6%)
People With Access to Safe Water
31%
Human Development Index
Not Available*

The Irish Red Cross supported the
activities of the ICRC in Afghanistan in
this task, which includes promotion of the
humane treatment of all those no longer
taking an active part in the hostilities such
as the wounded or captured combatants,
by providing a staff member to engage in
this process as well as the vital provision
of humanitarian assistance.
Afghanistan is the ICRC’s second-largest
operation worldwide, and one of the
contexts where the consequences of
a polarizing world are acutely felt. The
greatest challenge to the operation is to
be accepted as a neutral and independent
humanitarian actor, to make all parties
understand that the ICRC’s sole motive
is to protect and assist all victims of
conflict. Not since the ICRC established
its permanent presence in Afghanistan in
1987 has it faced as severe restrictions
on its work as it does at present.

Factbox
33,000

The number of physically disabled
people registered by ICRC in
Afghansitan who lost limbs as a
result of mine incidents

20

Number of years that ICRC has
had a permanent presence in
Afghanistan

Project Fact Box
Operations
Protection

*Afghanistan belongs to a restricted group of UN
member countries that are not included in the
human development index and other main indicator
tables due to lack of data.

Training, Education, Awareness: Dako, Afgahnaistan. This village was on the frontline of the fighting.
Children attend a mine risk education session.

2007 in Afghanistan was notable for a
marked escalation in the spread of
conflict between armed groups and
national and international forces, leading
to a rise in the number of dead and
injured.
The International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) works with those who
are wounded, in hospital or detained
in prisons, in line with their role as
recognised by International Humanitarian
Law, most notably the Geneva
Conventions.

Passing a checkpoint in the Daru-Laman district of Kabul. While negotiating passage, an ICRC delegate
distributes bandages and brochures on international humanitarian law (IHL) and the ICRC’s mandate.
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Pakistan
Country Profile
Area
796,096 sq km
Population
155,400,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 79
Life Expectancy
63.1 years
(men: 62.3 years, women: 64 years)
Living with HIV and AIDS
0.1%
Adult Literacy Rate
49.9% (men: 64.1%, women: 35.4%)
People Using Improved Water Source
91%
Human Development Index
136 of 177

A young student in Pakistan-administered Kashmir able to resume her studies at a school rebuilt by the
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies following the Pakistan Earthquake which
struck in October 2005. The Irish Red Cross continued its work on the earthquake reconstruction projects and
assisted in the subsequent operations after the flooding and landslide disasters of 2007.

Storms, heavy rains, flash floods and
landslides coupled with a cyclone in the
summer forced thousands of people in
Pakistan to again seek shelter, just 18
months after the massive earthquake that
killed 73,000 people.

Factbox
2,500,000

Population affected

635

Deaths

71,596

Homes damaged or destroyed

Project Fact Box
Operations
Disaster Response

The Irish Red Cross, already dealing with
the earthquake disaster, again responded
to this fresh crisis. More than 50,000
families were assisted by the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
societies, including the Irish Red Cross
which paid for metal sheeting and other
materials for people to build themselves
temporary shelters.
Three Irish Red Cross staff were
deployed to Pakistan in 2007, working
on this emergency and post-earthquake
reconstruction programmes.

Cormac Rooney, Irish Red Cross delegate in
Pakistan, meeting some of the students from the
Mera Bakot Girls Middle School. The Irish Red Cross
has helped rebuild many school buildings since the
Pakistan Earthquake hit in October 2005, creating
hope for these young students who can now look
forward to focussing on their education again.
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India
Country Profile
Area
3,287,590 sq km
Population
1,134,000,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 56
Life Expectancy
63.7 years
(men: 62.3 years, women: 65.3 years)
Living with HIV and AIDS
0.9%
Adult Literacy Rate
61% (men: 73.4%, women: 47.8%)
People Using Improved Water Source
86%

This Physical Rehabilitation Programme
helped to restore the dignity of amputees
and other disabled people, not only by
helping them to walk again, but also by
reintegrating them into their families and
communities and enabling them to work
and gain an education. The Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement continues
to address the underlying causes of such
widespread injury, by funding campaigns
to raise awareness of danger both from
landmines and in relation to road safety
as well as by generally supporting the
health infrastructure.

20,000

is the number of people still killed
and maimed by landmines each year
across 80 countries.

Factbox
April 4th

International Day for Mine
Awareness and Assistance in Mine
Action

1,218

Number of people who benefitted
from ICRC assisted Physical
Rehabilitation Centres in India in
2007

Project Fact Box
Operations
Health

Human Development Index
128 of 177

Children in north-western India are at
risk of losing their limbs as a result
of landmines, road traffic accidents,
and the lack of basic preventative care
from vaccines however they are getting
specialised help from the Irish Red Cross.
Specialist ortho-prosthetist, Michael
Buffini helped clinical teams to design,
manufacture and fit prosthetic limbs in
the disputed Kashmir province along the
Pakistan border, where landmines remain
a deadly threat to people. Michael’s work
was vital to reversing a tide of death and
injury caused by landmines which still kill
and maim up to 20,000 people each year
across 80 countries.

Irish Red Cross Delegate Michael Buffini assists a young patient to walk followning the fitting of a new artificial
limb in India.
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Bangladesh
Country Profile
Area
144,000 sq km
Population
155,991,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 54
Life Expectancy
63.1 years
(men: 62.3 years, women: 64 years)
Living with HIV and AIDS
0.08%
Adult Literacy Rate
47.5% (men: 53.9%, women: 40.8%)
People Using Improved Water Source
74%

The Irish Red Cross helped fund the
provision of food, shelter and clean
water to more than 350,0000 people
through the international Red Cross and
Red Crescent movement. Emergency
medical and hygiene expertise was
also provided to deal with the threat of
water-borne diseases. It is expected that
more than 1.2 million people will rely on
the Red Cross between 2007-2009 as
the recovery and rehabilitation process
continues.

350,000+
The Irish Red Cross helped fund the
provision of food, shelter and clean
water to more than 350,0000 people
through the international Red Cross
and Red Crescent movement.

4,400
Deaths

34,000
Injured

6,000,000

Total affected population

500,000

Homes destroyed

Project Fact Box
Operations
Disaster Response

Human Development Index
140 of 177

Total Irish Red Cross Contribution in 2007:
€30,000

Cyclone Sidr
Factbox

Cyclone Sidr was the worst natural disaster to hit Bangladesh in 16 years. The storm destroyed more than
500,000 houses and over 6 million people are affected. The International Federation is planning to support
1.2 million people over the coming two years.

Millions of people were affected by
Cyclone Sidr which struck this particularly
flood-prone country towards the end of
the year, reaching speeds of 240km ph.
Well over a million people lost their
homes completely, with millions of others
affected by damage to their livelihoods
and infrastructure caused by the loss of
cattle, crops and contaminated water
sources. An estimated 4,400 people were
killed and more than 34,000 people were
injured in the disaster.
Since many roads were blocked and ferries had been
destroyed, the Bangladesh Red Crescent Society
used smaller boats to get supplies to where they
were needed.

Many families can only hope for the best as they sift
through rubble that once was their home.
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Lebanon

As a result of being at the scene of
these hostilities and in order to help the
wounded, several Red Cross ambulances
and ambulance stations were damaged.
The Irish Red Cross helped fund the work
of the Lebanese Red Cross during the
conflict in 2006 and in 2007 by donating
additional funds to rebuild its disaster
preparedness capacity and funding the
construction of a new ambulance station
in the southern town of Tyre.

Country Profile
Area
10,452 sq km
Population
4,435,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 26
Life Expectancy
71.5 years
(men: 69 years, women: 72 years)

Factbox
80%

Living with HIV and AIDS
0.1% - 0.5%
Adult Literacy Rate
93.6% (men: 93.6%, women: 93.6%)
People Using Improved Water Source
100%
Human Development Index
88 of 177

The Lebanese Red Cross provides the
national ambulance service in Lebanon
and carried out 80 per cent of the
ambulance missions during hostilities
with Israel in 2006. It was also the only
organisation with access to all affected
areas.

The Lebanese Red Cross carried
out 80% of ambulance missions
during hostilities in 2006 and
continues to provide medical
services free of charge

2

Two Lebanese Red Cross
emergency medical volunteers
were killed in the course of duty in
2007

Project Fact Box
Operations
Disaster Preparedness
Capacity Building

Lebanese Red Cross First Aid volunteers evacuate an elderly woman from the southern town of Tyre to a
hospital in Beirut. The woman was trapped under rubble following bombing.

Mount Lebanon district, near Beirut. A Lebanese
Red Cross volunteer collects data from an internally
displaced person. Many Internally Displaced Persons
(IDPs) are staying in schools, where they receive
assistance. Many others are renting or staying with
family or friends; they also need assistance but may
have been overlooked. The Lebanese Red Cross is
visiting communities to find them and determine and
help meet their needs. It provides hygiene items and
medicines and is working with two NGOs providing
food and medical care.
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Palestine
Country Profile
Area
5,996 sq km
Population
3,760,000 (Within current boundaries
of Palestinian occupied territory)
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 20.5
Life Expectancy
72.9 years
(men: 71.3 years, women: 74.4 years)
Living with HIV and AIDS
Not available
Adult Literacy Rate
92.4% (men: 96.7%, women: 88%)
People Using Improved Water Source
92%
Human Development Index
106 of 177

The need for these services rose in 2007
as a result of a deteriorating security
situation and the Irish Red Cross stepped
in to help meet this need, giving money
and deploying a logistics specialist to the
International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) to deliver humanitarian aid to the
people affected.

Project Fact Box
Operations
Unearmarked
Support to Annual Appeal

Factbox
45%

Percentage of total population
registered as refugees

39%

Percentage of refugees living in
camps

4,500,000

Palestinian population living
outside occupied Palestinian
Territory

More than 8,000 children, affected by conflict, were
served by important psycho-social services provided
by the Palestinian Red Crescent since 2003. The
psycho-social programme gives children the chance
to understand and talk about their experiences in
the conflict.

The embargo on the Palestinian Authority
in 2007 affected the Palestinian Red
Crescent Society, which strained to
continue to provide the basic health
services on which the people of Palestine
(Occupied and Autonomous Territories)
rely.
These services include vaccines, blood
transfusions, ambulances and hospitals as
well as important psycho-social services
which are all provided by the Palestinian
Red Crescent Society.

Palestinian Red Crescent staff provide emergency medical assistance. The Palestinian Red Crescent plays a
crucial role as a pillar of the health and emergency services of the Palestinian Authority.
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Africa
Niger
Country Profile

agreement between the Government of
Niger and the Movement National de
Justice (MNJ), a rebel group. The Irish
Red Cross assisted on a number of such
missions leading to the safe release of 33
detained personnel and a Chinese citizen
who had been held hostage.

Area
1,267,000 sq km

The Irish Red Cross in 2007 also laid
plans for further humanitarian work in the
poor, bur more secure, region of Zinder.

Population
13,264,000

Floods and Insecurity

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 150
Life Expectancy
55.8 years
(men: 56.7 years, women: 54.9 years)
Adult Literacy Rate
28.7% (men: 42.9%, women 15.1%)
People Using Improved Water Source
46%
Human Development Index
174 of 177

The conflict was accompanied by general
banditry and followed up by floods in
August which destroyed homes and crops.
Some 3,800 people were displaced from
Iferouane in northern Niger to camps in
the vicinity and to neighbouring towns
where they were assisted by the Irish Red
Cross.

The Irish Red Cross also worked with the
Red Cross Society of Niger on a number
of First Aid projects and other projects.
These included:
• First Aid training
• First Aid Instructor training
• HIV/AIDS awareness and other STIs 		
(sexually transmitted infections)
• Promotional event to highlight the
7 fundamental principles of the Red
Cross and Red Crescent Movement
on the 8 May – World Red Cross/Red
Crescent Day.

Irish Aid

With funding provided by Irish Aid the Irish
Red Cross distributed grants of animals,
food and cash to approximately 4,000
people around the town of Agadez.

Factbox
3,800

Homeless / Displaced

1 of 3

of the poorest countries in the world,
where less than one fifth of women
can read and write.

Conflict

Niger in 2007 was badly affected by
internal conflict in its northern region.
Conflict affected Irish Red Cross
programmes throughout the region of
Agadez where people were being helped
to survive and build basic livelihoods.
However, the Irish Red Cross, working
with the International Committee of the
Red Cross, assisted in treating wounded,
detainees and sick people impacted by
the conflict. This led to the evacuation
of some of these detainees following

Children from the village of Abalan on the outskirts of Agadez

Project Fact Box
Operations
Floods and insecurity
Livelihoods
Capacity building
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Liberia
Country Profile

The development of clean water supplies,
sanitation systems, health facilities and
of course food supplies is essential to
the rebuilding of Liberia.

Area
111,370 sq km

Project Fact Box

Population
3,400,000

Operations

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 157

Logistics

Life Expectancy
43.8 years
(men: 43.8 years, women 45.6 years)
Adult Literacy Rate
51.9% (men: 58.3%, women 45.7%)
People Using Improved Water Source
61%
Human Development Index
N/A

Mozambique
Country Profile
Area
801, 590 sq km

Disaster Response

In the first half of 2007, Mozambique
was hit by serious flooding forcing
160,000 people to leave their homes,
livestock and all their possessions. As
with so many flood-related disasters
during the year, the Irish Red Cross
focused on disease-prevention
measures, providing emergency health
packs to the victims to curb the rise of
acute watery diarrhoea. Some 23,447
families received the packs and shelter
materials from the Irish Red Cross.

Factbox
138,944

Homeless / Displaced

285,000
Total affected

Population
20,533,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 100
Life Expectancy
42.8 years
(men: 42.0 years, women 43.6 years)
Adult Literacy Rate
46.5% (men: 62.3%, women 31.4%)

Project Fact Box
Operations
Floods
Disaster Response

People Using Improved Water Source
43%
Human Development Index
172 of 177

150,000
Already, it is estimated that 150,000
people have returned to their homes
in Liberia, having fled during the war.

The Irish Red Cross supports the
rebuilding and development of Liberia,
which got underway after the war ended
in 2004, by deploying a specialist
delgate who ensures that essential
supplies for construction and other
projects, reach their destination. Already,
it is estimated that 150,000 people have
returned to their homes in Liberia, having
fled during the war.

Flood-prone Mozambique again saw families forced
to leave their homes and travel long distances to get
help. Here this 80-kilometre gravel road off the main
highway leading from Beira to Harare remains barely
navigable.
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Malawi
Country Profile
Area
118,480 sq km
Population
13,226,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 79
Life Expectancy
46.3 years
(men: 46.0 years, women 46.7 years)
Adult Literacy Rate
64.1% (men: 74.9%, women 54.0%)
People Using Improved Water Source
73%
Human Development Index
164 of 177

Despite the fact that one fifth of Malawi is
made of lakes and rivers, it falls amongst
the lowest on the Water Poverty Index
(WPI) which measures the availability of
clean water.
Our programme - supported by Irish Aid
- provided 12,000 people living in the
Masula Traditional Authority area with safe
and reliable water supplies from more
than 40 new and repaired wells.
Sickness and in some cases death,
caused by diarrhoea and diseases linked
to diarrhoea, remain high. Therefore, basic
hygiene to prevent further infection is
central to the work of the Irish Red Cross
in Malawi. The issue is also relevant to the
roles of women and men, with information
campaigns about hygiene aimed at both
owing to men’s position as decisionmakers within families.

6,450
Four hygiene campaigns reached
6,450 beneficiaries with hygiene
messages.

accessible, and in developing this
expertise within the Malawi Red
Cross Society so that it may continue
indefinitely.

Health

A child dies every 30 seconds in Africa
from malaria, yet malaria is both a
preventable and a curable disease. The
most effective defence against malaria is
a simple bed net treated with insecticide.
Over 7000 children and their families
were supplied with these nets in a project
funded by the Irish Red Cross and run
by the Medical Missionaries of Mary and
the Kamuzu Central Hospital in Malawi’s
capital, Lilongwe. Every child admitted to
the hospital in 2007 – irrespective of their
illness – was supplied with a net to take
home. This simple but effective measure
is designed to save thousands of lives.

Project Fact Box
Operations
Water and Sanitations
Capacity Building
Health

Strengthening Local Red Cross
Partners
Monitoring and Evaluation are key
components to sustained development
and improved decision making. The Irish
Red Cross provides a delegate who works
with the Malawi Red Cross, ensuring
that information about projects and the
expenditure of funds is accurate and

Malawi Partners

Irish Aid
Malawi Red Cross Society
Medical Missionaries of Mary

Water and Sanitation

Investing in water and sanitation is
essential to save small children, such as
these pictured who are using a simple
bucket filled with water that serves as the
hand washing facility at this latrine in a
village in Malawi.

15

A child dies every 15 seconds from a
disease caused by the lack of access
to safe drinking water, inadequate
sanitation and poor hygiene.
Irish Red Cross Delegate Anne-Marie Cunningham and members of the Kamundi Mkwelera water committee
use one of the hand washing facilities.
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Sudan
Country Profile
Area
2,505,813 sq km
Population
36,900,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 62
Life Expectancy
57.4 years
(men: 56.0 years, women 58.9 years)
Adult Literacy Rate
60.9% (men: 71.1%, women 51.8%)
People Using Improved Water Source
64%
Human Development Index
147 of 177

Water and Sanitation

The Irish Red Cross helped pay for repairs
to 350 water supply points in 165
different locations. In total, 723,638
people benefited from water and
sanitation projects during 2007.
The Irish Red Cross also helped supply
basic housing necessities such as
tarpaulin for shelter, soap, jerry cans and
blankets to a further 22,000 families
in the large Gereida refugee camp. The
delivery of aid to over a quarter of a
million people was also supported by
the Irish Red Cross which deployed a
specialist in this area to ensure that aid
could be flown to outlying villages.

Factbox
250,000

Deaths. Over 250,000 since
conflict erupted in 2002/03

2,500,000

Homeless / Displaced

Project Fact Box
Operations
Water and Sanitations
Essential services
Logistics

350
water supply points were repaired by
the Irish Red Cross.
Sudan remained the largest operation
for the fourth consecutive year for the
International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC). The ICRC is working to protect and
assist victims of conflict primarily, but not
exclusively, in the Darfur region where it
is estimated that more than two and a
half million people have fled their homes
during the last four years as a result of
military action.

Chad

Irish Red Cross Chairman, David Andrews
led a fact-finding mission to refugee
camps in Chad, sheltering some 45,000
of the estimated 200,000 Darfur refugees
who have fled over the border from
Sudan. Based on his findings, the Irish
Red Cross funded the provision of clean
water and sanitation systems to the two
camps, Treguine and Bredjing.
The security situation deteriorated along
the border between Darfur and eastern
Chad, owing to a poor relationship
between the governments of Sudan
and Chad. Aside from the camps, many
Chadian communities are also hosting
Darfur refugees and sharing their scarce
resources with these refugees in spite of
ongoing cross-border attacks.

6km

is the average distance that women
in Africa need to walk to collect water
everyday.

Thanks to the work of Red Cross Red
Crescent water and sanitation delegates,
these women from the Darfur refugee
camp in Treguine in Eastern Chad have
easy access to water.

723,638
The Irish Red Cross helped pay for
repairs to 350 water supply points
in 165 different locations. In total,
723,638 people benefited from water
and sanitation projects during 2007.
Sudanese refugee children in a refugee camp in eastern Chad.
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Ethiopia
Country Profile
Area
1,104,300 sq km

Factbox

Project Fact Box

7,200

Operations

138,000

Emergency Supplies Health And
Hygiene Programmes

Homeless / Displaced
Total affected

Population
78,986,000
Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 109
Life Expectancy
56.8 years
(men: 60.5 years, women 53.1 years)
Adult Literacy Rate
35.9% (men: 50.0%, women 22.8%)
People Using Improved Water Source
22%
Human Development Index
169 of 177

This young boy in southern Ethiopia is one of thousands of children from farming families who were forced to
rely on international aid for help.

Disaster Response

8

times is the increase of flood disasters
in Africa between 2004-2007.

Children in Africa are more likely to get
sick and even die as a result of dirty
water due to the spread of acute watery
diarrhoea. To prevent this, the Irish Red
Cross provided special emergency health
packs to families affected by the floods in
Ethiopia.

Access to clean water is more of a challenge in Africa than in any other region of the world. The International
Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies are scaling up their water and sanitation activities in
many areas.
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Uganda

Somalia

Country Profile

Country Profile

Area
241,040 sq km

Area
637,660 sq km

Population
28,947,000

Population
8,200,000

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 79

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 133

Life Expectancy
49.7 years
(men: 49.1 years, women: 50.2 years)

Life Expectancy
45.9 years
(men: 45.9 years, women 48.2 years)

Adult Literacy Rate
66.8% (men: 76.8%, women: 57.7%)

Adult Literacy Rate
not available

People Using Improved Water Source
60%

People Using Improved Water Source
29%

Human Development Index
154 of 177

Human Development Index
N/A

Disaster Response and
Preparedness

The dire levels of suffering, conflict and
disaster in Somalia led to over half (60%)
of the population of the capital city,
Mogadishu, fleeing to makeshift camps.
Around 600,000 people are estimated
to have escaped to live in utter poverty
in these makeshift towns. The Irish Red
Cross, in partnership with the International
Committee of the Red Cross, gave
blankets and mosquito nets to 10,000
camp families.

Factbox
350,000

Essential household items

210,000
Food

10,000,000
Litres of Water

Project Fact Box
Operations
Floods and insecurity

Disaster Response

The risk of disease caused by extensive
flooding in various parts of north and
eastern Uganda between July and midSeptember 2007 was stemmed by a local
Ugandan Red Cross initiative. 10,000
families were given water purification
tablets and soap and 20,000 households
benefited from the rehabilitation of 20
water points, co-funded by the Irish Red
Cross.

Factbox
58,000

Households Homeless / Displaced

90,000

Total affected

Project Fact Box
Operations
Disaster Response
Water and Sanitation

Somali women and children forced to flee their homes, wait for assistance from aid agencies. The women
pictured here had no food and no cooking utensils and relied on the International Committee of the Red Cross
to provide them with drinkable water.
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Indian Ocean
Islands
Mauritius
Country Profile

Madagascar
Country Profile

Area
2,040 sq km

Area
587,040 sq km

Population
1,241,000

Population
18,634,000

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 13

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 74

Life Expectancy
72.4 years
(men: 69.1 years, women: 75.8 years)

Life Expectancy
70.9 years
(men: 76.5 years, women: 65.3 years)

Adult Literacy Rate
84.3% (men: 88.2%, women: 80.5%)

Adult Literacy Rate
70.7% (men: 76.5%, women: 65.3%)

People Using Improved Water Source
100%

People Using Improved Water Source
50%

Human Development Index
65 of 177

Human Development Index
143 of 177

Comoros
Country Profile

Seychelles
Country Profile

Area
1862 sq km

Area
454 sq km

Population
798,000

Population
86,000

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 59

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 12

Life Expectancy
64.1 years
(men: 62.0 years, women: 66.3 years)

Life Expectancy
55.8 years
(men: 56.7 years, women: 54.9 years)

Adult Literacy Rate
not available

Adult Literacy Rate
91.8% (men: 91.4%, women: 92.3%)

People Using Improved Water Source
86%

People Using Improved Water Source
88%

Human Development Index
134 of 177

Human Development Index
50 of 177

Indian Ocean Islands

people were affected by drought at
the southern end of the island while
elsewhere an estimated 349,000 people
lost their homes and up to 80% of their
crops in a cycle of four cyclones in 2007
alone.

Comoros and Madagascar are among
the 50 poorest countries of the world,
with almost half the population of tiny
Comoros living below the poverty line and
in constant threat from one of the world’s
most active volcanoes, Karthala. While in
Madagascar over half a million

Irish Red Cross Delegate Susanna
Cunningham works for the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies as the Head of the Sub Zonal
Office for the Islands based in Mauritius.

The Indian Ocean Islands of Comoros,
Madagascar, Mauritius and the Seychelles
lie off the east coast of Africa and suffer
from regular significant natural disasters
including cyclones and floods.

As Seychelles is made up of many smaller
islands and relies heavily on tourism and
water sports, there is a need to review
the nature of the risks that exist in the
country. Despite a growing economy, there
are many marginalised communities who
are vulnerable to disasters. Awarenessraising among the local people on
disasters such as flooding and tidal waves
was a priority focus.

Red Cross and Red Crescent volunteers such as
these ones in Madagascar who distributed aid
following the April 2007 cyclone there, are vital to
their community. Here, these local volunteers are
supported by members of the Belgium, Netherlands
and Luxembourg Red Cross Societies.
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The Americas
Peru
Country Profile

The Irish Red Cross provided financial
support to Red Cross partners who
reached almost 100,000 survivors with a
range of emergency assistance in the form
of food, water, shelter, medical assistance
and psychosocial support.

Jamaica
Country Profile
Area
10,830 sq km

Area
1,285,220 sq km

Factbox

Population
2,700,000

Population
27,300,000

514

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 26

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 23

1,300

Life Expectancy
70.7 years
(men: 68.2 years, women: 73.3 years)

Life Expectancy
72.2 years
(men: 69.6 years, women: 74.9 years)

140,000

Living with AIDs / HIV
1.6%

Living with AIDs and HIV
0.6%
Adult Literacy Rate
87.9% (men: 93.7%, women: 82.5%)
People Using Improved Water Source
83%
Human Development Index
87 of 177

Deaths
Injured

Homes Destroyed

Project Fact Box
Operations

Adult Literacy Rate
not available
People Using Improved Water Source
93%
Human Development Index
101 of 177

Emergency Response / Relief

Jamaica: Hurricane Dean

€30,000

Total Irish Red Cross Contribution in 2007:
€2,825

the amount given in financial aid to help
people affected by hurricane Dean in
Jamaica.

More than half a million people were
affected by an earthquake measuring
7.9 on the Richter scale which struck the
country in August.

100,000
The Irish Red Cross provided financial
support to Red Cross partners who
reached almost 100,000 survivors with
a range of emergency assistance.

By the end of the year and into 2008,
25,000 people were still living in one
hundred camps set up to deal with the
disaster which affected 655,000 people.

A child waits his turn at a mobile medical unit set up
by the Peruvian Red Cross near Pisco. The medical
teams tended to the needs of people staying at a
nearby Red Cross camp in Molino.

Thousands of people lost their homes
and their incomes and 19 people died
as a result of the damage wreaked by
Hurricane Dean in August when it swept
across several Caribbean countries.
Thanks to Irish Aid the Irish Red Cross
was able to support Jamaica Red Cross’s
Emergency Relief programme in the
aftermath of Hurricane Dean.
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Mexico

Factbox

Europe

Country Profile

1,000,000

British Floods

Area
1,958,200 sq km

126,581

Population
105,342,000

E326,000,000

Torrential rains fells across Britain during
the month of July resulting in extensive
damage to homes and services that
affected thousands of people. The Irish
Red Cross helped fund First Aid and other
emergency operations run by the British
Red Cross to help the victims. This is one
of a series of joint initiatives between our
two national Red Cross organisations; the
Irish Red Cross and British Red Cross work
together in Niger and on cross-border
projects in Ireland.

Affected population
Displaced

Infant Mortality
(per thousand births) 22

Estimated cost of damage to
cocoa and banana production

Life Expectancy
74.9 years
(men: 73.1 years, women: 78 years)

2,500

Damaged schools

Living with AIDs and HIV
0.3%
Adult Literacy Rate
91.6% (men: 93.2%, women: 90.2%)

Project Fact Box

People Using Improved Water Source
97%

Operations

Human Development Index
52 of 177

More than a million people were affected
when Mexico got nearly a fifth of its
annual rainfall in just three days in 2007
as a result of Tropical Storm Noel.
The rains damaged tens of thousands
of homes and hit important agricultural
production on which people rely for a
living.

Disaster Response

On July 25, British Red Cross emergency relief
teams took two boats to distribute hygiene articles
and bottled water to people suffering the effects of
flooding in Gloucester. The boats, on deployment
from the Red Cross in Scotland, were also being
used to help the teams assess the needs of
vulnerable people in the area, particularly isolated
elderly people.

A paramedic volunteer with the Mexican Red Cross
carries a rescued child to safety. Twenty helicopters
used this sports complex in Villahermosa as a home
base. More than 10,000 Red Cross and civil defence
volunteers worked around the clock to rescue and
care for residents who were still stranded.

40,000
The Irish Red Cross sent funds to
the Mexican Red Cross to help them
provide assistance to 40,000 families
who had lost everything

The Red Cross locally were able to
provide medical assistance and essential
necessities such as cooking pots, soap
and food to those who were left with
nothing.

Elderly people are among the most vulnerable in
disasters. Red Cross volunteers make sure that they
are not forgotten.

Torrential rains hit parts of central and western
England and Wales, flooding homes and disrupting
travel on roads and railways, and forcing the
shutdown of water treatment plants.
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Communications and Fundraising

Communications
2007, a year of showcase events about
the work done by the Irish Red Cross
both nationally and internationally, saw
coverage across all sectors of the media.
Preparations for the First Aid Convention
in Europe (FACE) won the attention of
RTÉ and TV3 as well as a number of
newspapers.
While the FACE event provided an
important platform for highlighting
the importance of Irish Red Cross
volunteers on the international stage,
the day-to-day work of volunteers in their
local communities won the important
recognition of President McAleese when
she visited Head Office at the outset of
the year to award prizes to the top First
Aiders in the country.

secured for the Christmas appeal on Child
Soldiers in RTÉ and INN (radio newsfeed
to 28 radio stations throughout Ireland),
in addition to coverage in all other leading
broadcast and print media.
Interest in overseas matters was prompted
by issues and events where the Red
Cross/Red Crescent movement were
identified as making a clear difference.
The publication of the World Disasters
Report in December 2007 gained media
coverage in all major media in Ireland,
simultaneous with coverage worldwide and
focussed attention on the issue of people
who suffer discrimination in disaster-relief
operations.
Awareness was also raised for operations
dealing directly with disasters, including
the 2007 cyclone in Bangladesh as well
as the work already completed by the Irish
Red Cross on other overseas projects.

The benefits of communities supporting
their local branches of the Irish Red Cross
were widely covered by local and national
media, which reported on launches of
new ambulances and other vehicles by
the Minister for Health & Children, Mary
Harney and the Minister of Community,
Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs, Éamon Ó Cuív.

In 2007 the Irish Red Cross formed
a media partnership agreement with
EasyHealth magazine, one of Ireland’s
most exciting new publications, to publish
First Aid material. This was kindly provided
free of charge by the Chairman of the Irish
Red Cross Medical Advisory Committee,
Dr. Andrew Kelly.

Locally, the media proved very receptive
to well-researched materials about people
and events from their own communities.
Nowhere was this more evident than in
the coverage won by the 17 men and
women from all over Ireland who were
awarded Long Service medals for between
25 and 50 years service each to their
own communities as Irish Red Cross
volunteers.
Care in the community was also at the
heart of the publication and launch of the
Helping You to Care Handbook, which
was widely covered by media across the
country.
The need for continued support was
communicated through coverage of
fundraising appeals with media attention

The Minister for State with responsibility for Overseas
Development, Mr Michael Kitt listens as the impact
of discrimination is outlined at the launch of the
World Disasters Report 2007 in the Head Office of
the Irish Red Cross, Dublin.

Website

An online booking form and other
additional information served to develop
the website on an ongoing basis. The
substantial rise in broadband access and
in web-based transactions means that it
is vital the Irish Red Cross position itself
to respond to user demand for purchasing
and other online services.

Publications
Getting the message: An RTÉ cameraperson is one
of many media professionals attending the launch of
the World Disasters Report in December. The media
played a vital role in helping people understand the
valuable work of the Irish Red Cross at home and
abroad

The year was rounded-off with a
preparation of bumper edition of the
Irish Red Cross Review which continues
to be the primary forum for internal
communication with members.
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IHL

The promotion of International
Humanitarian Law (IHL) to the university
community again proved successful in
2007. Each year the ICRC select the best
students from across Europe and North
America for just 35 places on a specialist
course in IHL.
This year again saw success for Ireland
with the selection of Ms Sarah Robinson
who was awarded an Irish Red Cross
bursary to support her studies on the
course in July.

New Emblem

2007 opened with the adoption of an
international legal mechanism to formally
recognise a new emblem that could be
used either in addition to, or in place of,
the existing Red Cross and Red Crescent if
necessary. In January the “Third Protocol”
introduced the new Red Crystal which now
enjoys equal status under the Geneva
Conventions. 151 National Societies
use the Red Cross and 32 use the Red
Crescent (which can face left or right).

Nearly half a million Euro was donated by
Irish people in response to our first appeal
which focussed on the humanitarian crisis
in Darfur, Sudan. We sought donations
from 30,000 regular Irish Red Cross
donors and also from a further 33,000
people and from 2,500 companies.
We would like to thank all those who
responded to this appeal, in particular the
JP McManus Charitable Foundation which
donated €50,000.
The second appeal to fund our Emergency
Relief Fund, held at Christmastime,
focussed on Child Soldiers and raised
a further €212,063. The plight of child
soldiers in countries such as Niger,
Uganda, Sudan and Chad was outlined
in literature that was delivered to 60,000
households.

Special Disaster Appeals

In addition to the Emergency Relief Fund,
special appeals for disasters are organized
on an ongoing basis.
In 2007 special appeals were organized
to assist people in Bangladesh who were
affected by a cyclone in November, with
over €90,800 raised.
Other emergency appeals coordinated by
the fundraising department followed the
flooding in Mexico in November and the
violence that erupted in Kenya after the
election results in late December 2007.
Flooding in East Africa and Asia were also
supported well and generously by both old
and new supporters of the Irish Red Cross.

Fundraising
People who donate to the Irish Red
Cross play a central role in our ability to
deliver our services both here in Ireland
and overseas. Fundraising assists these
individual people and companies in their
response to humanitarian need

Emergency Relief Fund

When disasters such as floods,
earthquakes or wars strike communities,
urgent needs such as food, shelter and
medicine must be met quickly. Our Irish
Red Cross Emergency Relief Fund (ERF) is
vital to delivering aid quickly to those who
need it most, by paying for these basic
necessities and delivering them quickly to
the disaster zone. In 2007, the Irish Red
Cross organised two campaigns to raise
money for the Emergency Relief Fund.

Launches of new ambulances and specialist publications such as the Helping You to Care Handbook and the
World Disasters Report, provided opportunities for media interest. Here the Minister for Health and Children,
Mary Harney, speaks to the media at the Irish Red Cross Head Office at the launch of the Helping You to Care
Handbook.
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Ireland Appeals

Here in Ireland, our volunteers are often
on-call 24 hours a day, seven days a week
to help people in difficulty on mountains
and on lakes. In September 2007 these
inshore lake and mountain rescue services
were the focus of a special appeal which
raised €134,000.

Corporate Support

The Irish Red Cross was approached for
the second consecutive year to be part of
the eBay Foundation’s staff fundraising
initiative. The focus for 2007 was on
fundraising for services here in Ireland.
Over €5,000 was raised following a
presentation and stand organised at the
eBay head office.

Every year the Irish Red Cross offers a bursary to Irish students who wish to attend the highly prestigious
International Humanitarian Law (IHL) course in Warsaw, which is organised by the International Committee of
the Red Cross. Sarah Robinson, who is also a volunteer with the UN, took part in the course in 2007 and is
pictured here in Ethiopia where she works.

In August 2007, the Irish Red Cross
successfully applied for a grant with
Google Ireland. The nature of the grant is
in-kind advertising on the Google.ie search
engine. Essentially this means that if
a visitor to Google searches for certain
key words - such as ‘First Aid’, ‘Darfur’,
‘Disaster Relief’, for example – the Irish
Red Cross advertisement and website will
appear in a prime position on the search
results page.
This grant is worth tens of thousands
in-kind to the Irish Red Cross and will be
extremely beneficial in driving visitors to
our website.

Regular Donors

Consistent financial support enables us to
plan more effectively and in 2007 a new
Standing Order facility was made available
to donors, resulting in a significant
increase in fundraising income and
increasing our ability to project income
from our donors.

The Chairman of the Irish Red Cross, David Andrews visiting Chad, where thousands of refugees have fled
from their homes across the border in Darfur, Sudan. The visit by David Andrews and Honorary Secretary,
Jennifer Bulbulia, was part of the action taken by the Irish Red Cross to highlight the plight of these people,
resulting in donations of close to half a million Euro to assist the people of Darfur.
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Operation Shamrock child, Bernd Rosenberger (centre) pictured with members of his Kerry family, Noreen O’Mahony (nee O’Carroll) and Florry O’Carroll on his return
to Ardfert, Co. Kerry 54 years after saying goodbye to them to return to his Dusseldorf home in 1953. Mr Rosenberger (70) had come to Ireland six years earlier in
1947 along with about 1,000 children from Germany and elsewhere who were brought to Ireland after World War II. He was placed with postmasters Hannah and John
O’Carroll and their seven children. His reunion with the family was assisted by the Irish Red Cross Kerry Area Director of Units, Charlie Harnett.

13-week old Adam English as he tries on his dad Patrick’s hat after the presentation of the Presidents Trophy by President Mary McAleese. Patrick was one of the
winning team who are all from the district of Finglas in the Dublin Borough Area and one of thousands of Irish Red Cross volunteers who train and compete against one
another to maintain their high standards in First Aid.
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Summary Accounts
Revenue Accounts
Year ended 31 December 2007

2007
€

2007
€

2006
€

2006
€

Unrestricted Funds
Income
Expenditure
Surplus on unrestricted funds

Restricted Funds
Income
Expenditure

3,393,159
(2,460,480)

3,501,145
(3,497,789)

932,679

3,356

5,021,546
(10,898,248)

1,979,069
(10,532,633)

(Deficit) on restricted funds

(8,553,565)

(5,876,702)

(Deficit) of income over expenditure

(8,550,209)

(4,944,023)

Auditors’ Report to the members of Irish Red Cross Society
The Income and Expenditure Account above has been properly extracted from the Head Office Accounts
for the year ended 31st December 2007 on which we reported, without qualification, on 29th November 2008.
Bdo Simpson Xavier
Registered Auditors Dublin.
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Revenue Accounts
Year ended 31 December 2007

2007
€

2007
€

2006
€

2006
€

Unrestricted Funds income
Government grant aided income

801,000

780,000

Cross Out Day

129,287

118,393

Branch contributions

155,645

169,543

1,767,295

1,943,610

67,578

33,895

535,225

270,036

45,115

77,682

3,501,145

3,393,159

General receipts
Surplus on supplies
Projects in Ireland
Designated funds - Joseph Kessel

Expenditure
Government grant aided expenditure
- Payroll and staff costs

1,354,406

1,033,914

Services in Ireland

535,480

546,457

Projects in Ireland

401,450

150,213

73,784

108,604

Fundraising

142,579

80,861

Cross Out Day

172,803

112,625

Face Project

101,067

11,005

(6,170)

0

0

5,968

242,596

179,131

68,114

62,089

Professional fees

386,500

51,970

Affiliation fees

116,518

80,905

General

(96,500)

30,000

5,164

6,738

3,497,789

2,460,480

Public relations

Bad Debt provision/reduction
Strategic review
Administration
Premises

Designated funds - Joseph Kessel
Surplus on unrestricted funds

932,679

3,356

Restricted funds
Income on restricted funds
Expenditure on restricted funds

1,979,069

5,021,546

(10,532,633)

(10,898,248)

(Deficit)/surplus on restricted funds

(8,553,565)

(5,876,702)

(Deficit)/excess of income over expenditure

(8,550,209)

(4,944,023)
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